“Work (CREATION) is to be obtained, not to be opposed against ZERO ACTION.”
UNDERSTANDING

Today, the equality to get health service is still not prevailed entirely. As a result, the birth does not bring happiness, but misery otherwise.

Witnessing how many Indonesian babies tragically died (30 of 1000 births), we offer an opportunity to every premature and yellow baby to survive by lending the incubator (also phototherapy) freely.

H ow T o B e L e n d e d ?

- SMS TO 0856 5931 2070
- Send Data Related to Birth
- We Are Ready to Help You

Ral di Art on o Ko e sto e r

From ineffective incubator, Raldi initiatively tried to create the proper one by himself. Since 1995, there were already 20 prototypes of baby incubator. And for now, more than 180 incubators have been lended in Indonesia; and all its regions and rurals as well.
How Can It Turn Out to Be A Low-End Outcome?

The objective is to keep the temperature around 33 - 35 °C, prevent the overheat. Safety is the main priority after all. Basically, our incubator utilizes natural circulation from the air to warm the cabin itself.

With the common room temperature in Indonesia (ambient air in 29 - 30 °C), it is enough to use two 25-Watt light bulbs as the source. The result is the lower energy consumption to raise the temperature.

It does matter to reduce the cost of production. Due to over demands, we have to put a proper way to help yellow babies too.

The key is to enhance the focus of the blue light on the babies' body. There, it will apparently ease the bilirubinemia disease they have.
Growth of Volunteer Agents

We utilize our network to sustain the empowerment’s practice. For eligibility, strategical approach to both medical and non-medical people.

There have been 57 cities in 18 provinces carrying out the role, but it is still far from our goal. 300 cities over the whole Indonesia in 2019.

What we aim for is to arouse those that have been living very poorly. We want to raise, encourage them that they have the right to get the equality for health service.
We have no intention to patenting the product. We are letting everyone else to emulate it freely.

“A prospering work exists not to impress others. It is all acquired through our local wisdom

GOTONG ROYONG (living for One Another)
along with upcoming innovation.”

Brilliance in Prospering Work

We have all the potential, knowledge, capability to make it happen. So why not?

Right thinking makes right practice. And there does come perfection. Doesn’t it?
Proactively, we are always involving every foundation, community, and institution related to health care and humanity; also midwives yet open-minded hospitals.

Besides, the product is not to be turned into earnings. The objective is the spirit of giving rather than taking.

“SERVING THE SOCIETY means that you will have to ready for all the unpleasant obstacles. The UNDERSTANDING of the aim for SERVICE TO SOCIETY is to be asked to ourselves over.”

The risk is very high, physically and mentally.

But if it is not one of us, who is going to take the very good care of those who have been living very poorly.
It is said that the prime objective of life is to help one another without taking for granted, share happiness over the planet-earth.

Our motto is "Devotion by Working". As we are always working so very hard to put charity in our socio-technopreneurship activity.

For us, charity is the courage to lead the country into a safe and sound one. With all the might we have.

How to Be Our Volunteer Agents?

Send Email to Us
yabapi@inkubator-gratis.org

Read All Requirements

Wait for Approval

“The more the brilliance we have, the more the duty is. Time to DARE TO DO THE GOOD.”
Departemen Teknik Mesin
Kampus UI Depok, 16424

Y Bayi Prematur dan Neonatal
inkubatorgratis

www.inkubator-gratis.org
yabapi@inkubator-gratis.org
0856 5931 2070